
The Aladdin ALL-IN series is the result of innovation and feedback from 
the film and video production community. By using Aladdin products 
you are part of the ALL-IN journey that helped us create an ingenious 
LED light panel for you. Starting with an incredibly compact built-in  
dimmer on the back of the panel. The ALL-In series is lighter in weight, 
easier to handle and much more durable than previous generations of 
LED panel lights.

Choose either the 1x1 (ALL-IN 1) or 2x1 (ALL-IN 2) panel and give your  
footage the ultimate cinematographic flair. With the RGB panels in 
your bag you are prepared for almost every situation you will ever face 
in your production career. If you prefer to stick with a solid bi-color  
panel the new series provides a 1x1 and 2x1 variable white as well.

Flexible control features include the built-in dimmer, optional remote,  
optional DMX adapter, and the free App. We know not everything on 
this planet needs an app, but why not use this technology for easier 
and more accessible control? Work faster and more precise on set. The 
new app provides you all controls at your fingers. Dim and change 
the color of the panel you just installed on the ceiling across the room 
without even moving away from your spot. Built in special effects  
features strobe, fade, police and fire, television, fireworks, flicker,  
welding, and dissolve.  

With motion control we are even going one step further. Trust your  
feelings and decide for yourself if you want to use it professionally 
or not. Motion control for the new panels is provided with the app 
and the optional remote control as well. Control dimming or color  
temperature with a tilt movement of your hand and get astonishing 
results with this new kind of workflow. 

Models:
ALL-1BI:  50W 1x1 Bi-Color 2900K-6200K
ALL-1C:   70W 1X1 RGB + Bi-Color
ALL-2BI:  100W 2x1 Bi-Color 2900K-6200K 
ALL-2C:  140W 2x1 RGB + Bi-Color

•  Multiple Control Options:  On-Board Control or Free App Control  
    (IOS or Android)
•  Special Effects Control via Mobile App
•  Optional  DMX In/Out Adapter
•  Optional Remote Control
•  CRI of 98 / TLCI 98
•  Millions of Colors by Mixing RGB and WW, CW
•  Slim, Lightweight, and Portable
•  AC or DC Battery Operation
•  Kits Include Soft Cases, Diffuser, Ball Head, AC Adapter, and all the   
    Cables to Get You Started
•  Available Accessories:  Soft Boxes, Grids, Balls, Magnetic Holders…

About ALL-IN 1 
Can you imagine a filmset without LED lights anymore? Proba-
bly not. The industry is changing and LED lights became a major 
deal in the workflow. Most people go for LED lights on their sets 
and we understand why and how they choose their gear. This is 
the reason for our endless journey to provide the best LED light 
sources for the industry. You need just the best of the best and 
none less. Today is the day we are introducing the brand new 
Aladdin ALL-IN 1 to you.

The Aladdin ALL-IN 1 is the result of innovation and feedback 
from the community. By using Aladdin products you are part of 
the ALL-IN 1 journey and helped us create an ingenious light pan-
el for you. Starting with an incredibly compact built-in dimmer 
on the back of the panel. Less weight, easier handling and much 
more solid than previous generations.

You asked for it and we made it possible. Get the most value out 
of your production with our new RGB lights. Go for either the 
1x1 ( ALL-IN 1) or 2x1 (ALL-IN 2)  panel and give your footage the 
ultimate cinematographic flair. With the RGB panels in your bag 
you are prepared for almost every situation you will ever face in 
your production career. If you prefer to stick with a solid bi-color 
panel the new series provides a 1x1 and 2x1 bi-color as well. 

Next new feature is the app. We know not everything on this 
planet needs an app. But why not use this technology for some-
thing that is predestined for easier and more accessible control. 
Why not work faster and more precise on set. The new app pro-
vides you all controls in the range of your fingers. Dim a light you 
just installed on the ceiling across the room without even moving 
away from your spot. Technology is all there and you are free to 
use it with us.

With motion control we are even going one step further. Trust 
your feelings and decide for yourself if you want to use it pro-
fessionally or not. Motion control for the new panels is provided 
with the app and the optional remote control as well. Control 
dimming or color temperature with a tilt movement of your hand 
and get astonishing results with this new kind of workflow.

Aladdin ALL-IN 1

ALL-IN 1 Color Kit:  ALL-1C-KITC 

About ALL-IN 2
Can you imagine a filmset without LED lights anymore? Proba-
bly not. The industry is changing and LED lights became a major 
deal in the workflow. Most people go for LED lights on their sets 
and we understand why and how they choose their gear. This is 
the reason for our endless journey to provide the best LED light 
sources for the industry. You need just the best of the best and 
none less. Today is the day we are introducing the brand new 
Aladdin ALL-IN 2 to you.

The Aladdin ALL-IN 2  is the result of innovation and feedback 
from the community. By using Aladdin products you are part of 
the ALL-IN 2 journey and helped us create an ingenious light pan-
el for you. Starting with an incredibly compact built-in dimmer 
on the back of the panel. Less weight, easier handling and much 
more solid than previous generations.

You asked for it and we made it possible. Get the most value out 
of your production with our new RGB lights. Go for either the 
1x1 ( ALL-IN 1) or 2x1 (ALL-IN 2)  panel and give your footage the 
ultimate cinematographic flair. With the RGB panels in your bag 
you are prepared for almost every situation you will ever face in 
your production career. If you prefer to stick with a solid bi-color 
panel the new series provides a 1x1 and 2x1 bi-color as well. 

Next new feature is the app. We know not everything on this 
planet needs an app. But why not use this technology for some-
thing that is predestined for easier and more accessible control. 
Why not work faster and more precise on set. The new app pro-
vides you all controls in the range of your fingers. Dim a light you 
just installed on the ceiling across the room without even moving 
away from your spot. Technology is all there and you are free to 
use it with us.

With motion control we are even going one step further. Trust 
your feelings and decide for yourself if you want to use it pro-
fessionally or not. Motion control for the new panels is provided 
with the app and the optional remote control as well. Control 
dimming or color temperature with a tilt movement of your hand 
and get astonishing results with this new kind of workflow.

Aladdin ALL-IN 2

ALL-IN 2 Color Kit:  ALL-2C-KITC 

About ALL-IN 1 
Can you imagine a filmset without LED lights anymore? Proba-
bly not. The industry is changing and LED lights became a major 
deal in the workflow. Most people go for LED lights on their sets 
and we understand why and how they choose their gear. This is 
the reason for our endless journey to provide the best LED light 
sources for the industry. You need just the best of the best and 
none less. Today is the day we are introducing the brand new 
Aladdin ALL-IN 1 to you.

The Aladdin ALL-IN 1 is the result of innovation and feedback 
from the community. By using Aladdin products you are part of 
the ALL-IN 1 journey and helped us create an ingenious light pan-
el for you. Starting with an incredibly compact built-in dimmer 
on the back of the panel. Less weight, easier handling and much 
more solid than previous generations.

You asked for it and we made it possible. Get the most value out 
of your production with our new RGB lights. Go for either the 
1x1 ( ALL-IN 1) or 2x1 (ALL-IN 2)  panel and give your footage the 
ultimate cinematographic flair. With the RGB panels in your bag 
you are prepared for almost every situation you will ever face in 
your production career. If you prefer to stick with a solid bi-color 
panel the new series provides a 1x1 and 2x1 bi-color as well. 

Next new feature is the app. We know not everything on this 
planet needs an app. But why not use this technology for some-
thing that is predestined for easier and more accessible control. 
Why not work faster and more precise on set. The new app pro-
vides you all controls in the range of your fingers. Dim a light you 
just installed on the ceiling across the room without even moving 
away from your spot. Technology is all there and you are free to 
use it with us.

With motion control we are even going one step further. Trust 
your feelings and decide for yourself if you want to use it pro-
fessionally or not. Motion control for the new panels is provided 
with the app and the optional remote control as well. Control 
dimming or color temperature with a tilt movement of your hand 
and get astonishing results with this new kind of workflow.

Aladdin ALL-IN 1

ALL-IN 1 Color Kit:  ALL-1C-KITC 

ALL-IN 1 & 2

Contact your Zylight dealer at www.zylight.com | zylightsales@ushio.com | 800.838.7446  



ALL-IN 1 PHOTOMETRICS

60cm/2ft 1m/3ft 2m/6ft 3m/9ft CRI

Daylight 6300K 4320lux 1600lux 400lux 210lux 97

Bi-Color 4200K 4000lux 1450lux 400lux 200lux 97

Tungsten 2900K 3630lux 1400lux 380lux 190lux 98

ALL-IN 2 PHOTOMETRICS

60cm/2ft 1m/3ft 2m/6ft 3m/9ft CRI

Daylight 6300K 7300lux 2900lux 820lux 405lux 97

Bi-Color 4200K 7050lux 2750lux 750lux 370lux 97

Tungsten 2900K 7030lux 2810lux 780lux 380lux 98

SPECIFICATIONS ALL-IN 1 ALL-IN  2

Light Source
Super High CRI Power LED’s  
(50W Bi-Color / 20W RGB)

Super High CRI Power LED’s  
(100W Bi-Color / 40W RGB)

CRI CRI 98 / TLCI 98

Beam Angle 140°

Dimmer Dimming: 0%–100% (1% Resolution)

Cooling Passive cooling

Output Channel
2 Channels / White Bi-Color
3 Channels / RGB Color

User Interface
Motion Detection with Wheeling Button on Bluetooth Wireless Controller
Or App on a Smartphone (Supported iOS and Android)

Other Functions
Use Different Colors by Mixing RGB and Bi-Color
Control by Wireless Motion Detection
Control by Wheeling Button on the Wireless Controller

Support DMX512 Optional

Input AC/DC 90-240VAC or 12-24VDC

ALL-IN 1 & 2 SPECIFICATIONS 

Contact your Zylight dealer at www.zylight.com | zylightsales@ushio.com | 800.838.7446  



Download the FREE app (iOS and Android)
Launch the app and choose the fixtures you would like to control by serial number (up to 10 at a time)

MOTION CONTROL: Accelerometer motion control of color, intensity, kelvin and RGB by moving the phone in an arc motion.

BI-COLOR CONTROL: (TLCI up to 98) 2900K-6000K control including plus-green/minus-green adjustment, dimming, and 
customizable user settings.

COLOR CONTROL: Complete RGB palette and custom colors preset by the user. Pick or extract RGB or hue from any color 
image or with your phone’s camera. Extensive standard color selection and unlimited custom color presets.

ALL-IN APP

Contact your Zylight dealer at www.zylight.com | zylightsales@ushio.com | 800.838.7446  



Item Number Part Number ALL-IN ACCESSORIES

1005026 ALL-DMXAT DMX Attachment for ALL-IN 1, 2 (5-pin XLR in/out)

1005254 ALL-WDIM Wired Dimmer with DMX and Lumen Radio

1004977 ALL-REMOTE Wireless Remote Controller for ALL-IN 1, 2

1004123 AMS-FL50BI MH Dual Magnetic Holder with 1/4-20 Thread

1004115 AMS-FL50BI XBEND 1x1 X-Bend Holder

1004119 AMS-FL50BIDF Diffuser 1 for 1x1 X-Bend

1004133 AMS-FL100BI XBEND 1x2 X-Bend Holder (ALL-BHAD Not Included)

1004134 AMS-FL100BIDF Diffuser 2 for 1x2 X-Bend Holder

1005025 ALL-BHAD Ball Head Stand Mount fits X-Bend Holders (1/4-20 Male and 5/8 Receiver)

Item Number Part Number ALL-IN 1 DIFFUSION

1004120 AMS-FL50BI SBX Softbox1

1004374 AMS-FL50BI SBXDF Softbox1 Diffuser

1004122 AMS-FL50BI SNO Snoot1

1004121 AMS-FL50BIGRID Grid1

1004091 AMS-ADBALL50 Aladdin Ball1 for ALL-IN 1

1004634 AMS-ADBALL50DF Aladdin Ball1 Diffuser for ALL-IN 1

Item Number Part Number ALL-IN 2 DIFFUSION

1004166 AMS-ADBALL100 Aladdin Ball2 ALL-IN 2

1004635 AMS-ADBALL100DF Aladdin Ball2 Diffuser for ALL-IN 2

1004133 AMS-FL100BI XBEND X-Bend Holder for ALL-IN 2

1004090 AMS-FL100BIGRID Grid for ALL-IN 2

1004092 AMS-FL100BISBX ALL-IN 2 Soft box Kit

1004381 AMS-FL100BISBXDF ALL-IN 2 Soft box Diffuser

Item Number Part Number ALL-IN REPLACEMENT PARTS

1005014 ALL-1BI-PANEL ALL-IN 1 (Bi-Color 2900K - 6200K, 1’x1’, 50W) Replacement Panel Only

1005015 ALL-1C-PANEL ALL-IN 1 Color (Bi-Color 2900K - 6200K, 1’x1’, 50W + RGB 20W) Replacement Panel Only

1005016 ALL-2BI-PANEL ALL-IN 2 (Bi-Color 2900K - 6200K, 1’x2’, 100W)  Replacment Panel Only

1005017 ALL-2C-PANEL ALL-IN 2 Color (Bi-Color 2900K - 6200K, 1’x2’, 100W + RGB 40W) Panel Only

1005018 ALL-1-DIM Replacement Dimmer for ALL-IN 1

1005019 ALL-2-DIM Replacement Dimmer for ALL-IN 2

1005023 ALL-1-ACAD Replacement AC Adapter for ALL-IN 1

1005024 ALL-2-ACAD Replacement AC Adapter for ALL-IN 2

1005020 ALL-DTAB D-Tap Cable (1m / 3.2ft) for ALL-IN Product Line

1005021 ALL-BASIC3M Extension Cable (3m /9.8ft)

1005022 ALL-EXCA5M Extension Cable (5m /16ft)

ALL-REMOTE

ALL-DMXATALL-DMXAT

KITS & ACCESSORIES

Contact your Zylight dealer at www.zylight.com | zylightsales@ushio.com | 800.838.7446  
Refer to website for product availability, compliance, and regulations. Specifications may be subject to change without prior notice.  

Form No. S-ALL-IN/0422

ALL-IN 1 Kit
1004966 - ALL-1BI-KITC, Bi-Color
1004967 - ALL-1C-KITC, RGBWW

ALL-IN 2 Kit
1004968 - ALL-2BI-KITC, Bi-Color
1004969 - ALL-2C-KITC, RGBWW


